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Immediately below is the analog that we presented a week ago - precious metals historical weekly charts and 
current crude oil monthly chart (lower right).  The broad crude oil triangle since 2011 is self-evident and its 
topline presently crosses at ~ $111.50 vs. the last rally high in 2013 at $112.24. 

 

 
 

Next below is a weekly crude oil chart with the broad triangle in red that includes a potential smaller triangle 
in blue.  The blue topline is at about  $104.90 and coincident with the April rally high at $104.99 that is just 
below the pattern’s ultimate high at $105.22 in March.  The weekly stochastic turns up this week to provide 
a positive momentum backdrop albeit the turn lacks cachet since a) the market is in a sideways range and 
b) the indicator turn is not at "oversold" levels such as occurred in Q4 2013.   
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[Note that prices are basis the front NYMEX futures and that the market is in backwardation – i.e. nearby 
months sell at premiums to back months.  That lends a slightly different picture on these continuation charts 
versus individual delivery months:  each month (~20th day) when the continuation chart rolls into the next 
month the price “drops” because of the discounted next month’s price.  For instance, this week’s high is 
below the April high that is below the March high on the above chart but it is above the July contract’s 
respective April and March high points.] 
 
Ideally, what we would like to see happen is a stall out below the March $105.22 high and another blue-
triangle intrarange selloff back below $100. 
 
Finally below is a weekly crude oil chart with Elliott wave interpretation of the swings since the 2008-09 low 
area.  We generally try to justify a price outlook by incorporating an inclusive perspective of pattern 
recognition-momentum backdrop-wave theory.  In this case what we are looking for is a 5 wave advance 
from the 2008-09 low which would be the initial Elliott Wave requirement for a new sustained move having 
potential above $150.  As you can see we have attributed the 2009-11 up leg has having 5 swings 
(constituting wave I, circled in yellow).  Since the top of wave I sideways trading has traced out a 
combination of an a-b-c decline followed by a bridging X-wave and then a triangle (A-B-C-D-E) that may not 
be complete yet, all of which will constitute wave II.  Time will tell if this particular interpretive combination is 
correct. 
 
Additionally, we have shown an ADX momentum indicator on the below chart.  Typically, a rising ADX 
weekly reading above 21 (shown here with horizontal dashed magenta line) implies that a sustained trend is 
underway.  That threshold is a ways from being crossed but the absolute low level of the ADX implies that 
once a move commences from the current price trading range it will have substantial price/time carrying 
power. 
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Note:  Some price points in the inactive front month Comex, CME and CBT futures (i.e. the continuation chart plots) 
may have been extrapolated from prices in the first active month and may reflect either the official exchange session or 
electronic data that occurs after official exchange hours.  In those markets closing daily  values generally approximate 
the Globex close at 5:00 -  5:15 PM ET. 
 
Charts constructed with Omega Research SuperCharts and Equis MetaStock. 
Data Source: Commodity Systems Inc.; Reuters Datalink 
 
This report is for informational purposes only and is not intended as an offer or solicitation with respect to the purchase 
or sale of any commodity, futures contract, or option contract.  Although the statements of facts in this report have been 
obtained from and are based upon sources that are believed to be reliable, we do not guarantee their accuracy and any 
such information may be incomplete or condensed.  We do not assume responsibility for typographical or clerical 
errors in this report.  All opinions included in this report are as of the date of this report and are subject to change 
without notice.  Employees of Eidetic Research may hold positions in futures, options or cash markets that are either in 
accordance with, or contrary to, stated conclusions within this report. 


